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NEWS ... NEWS ... NEWS ...
For the first time, a representative from the
Depa rtmen t of Transport attended our Conventi on .
Trevor Burns is the liaison officer for several
sports avaiation groups at the Head Office of DOT
in Melbourne .
His responsibilities include hang
gliding, parachuting, hot air ballooning, model
aircraft, and ultralights.
He has been a parachut i st himself for over 12 years and is also a
powered aircraft pilot . He observed the proceedings at our Convention and gave us a report on the
progress of our submission for a change to ANO 95.8.

H.G.F.A. EXECUTIVE CHANGE-OVER
For the last three years the executive of
the federal hang gliding association has resided
in Sydney.
Initially this was the TAHGA Executive and then after the amalgamation of federal
ass ociations, the HGFA Executive.
As of the
Annual Convention just held on April 17-18, the
HGFA Executive will change to Victoria.
The new executive consists of:
Craig Aitken
Hill
Robert Owens
Peter Lissenberg
Ian Jarman

\~esley

Severnl motions followed his report and rerresent changes to our procedures which DOT felt
were essential before they could grant us access
to more airspace.
These motions are discussed
below.

- President
- Secretary
Treasurer
- SkySailor Editor
- Coaching Coordinator

The convention conc luded with a detailed
discussion of the changes to the pilot rating
scheme and how these changes would be implemented.

They can be contacted at the VHGA address:
P.O. Box 400,
Prahran, Victoria, 3181.
The past executi ve wishes them every success
in their efforts.

Many issues were discussed at the Convention.
These will result in changes and improvements in
many areas.
It should be noted that the vast
majority of the motions were passed unanimously
by the representatives of each state associat'ion.

REPORT ON THE ANNUAL CONVENTION - 1982

Since all the business was concluded on
Saturday, the out of town visitors were treated
to some good flying at Stanwell on Sunday.
We
all ran around borrowing gliders, helmets, harnesses and even jackets for them and every Hang 3
pilot got a bit of airtime.
We even managed to
get Trevor Burns, the DOT representative, a fly
two-up! [see article in this issue.]

The participants arrived in Sydney on Friday
night April 16.
Since many of us had not met
personally, the fun started at the airport where
the respective welcoming committees had to . play
"spot the hang glider pilot" amongst the d1sembarking passengers.
Once everyone wa~ collected,
a get-acquainted session followed at B111 Moyes'
house before everyone was ferried to their
accommodation for the night - mostly near Stanwell
Park.

In all it was a successful conclusion to the
Convention and to the last three years of work
by the past executives.

Early Saturday morning the group got straight
to work.
Various reports from the Executive were
delivered and these are reprinted in this issue.
Motions which had been circulated to the State
Associations at least 30 days in advance were then
discussed and voted on.
Many of these concerned
administrative matters such as finalizing the new
HGFA constitution, the legal incorporation of
association, electing the new executive and setting fees and procedures for next year.
Other
motions which are of more direct interest to the
members will be discussed below.

HGFA MONEY IS STILL AVAILABLE FOR THOSE OF
YOU WISHING TO UNDERTAKE A ST JOHN'S
AMBULANCE FIRST AID COURSE.

JUST DO THE

COURSE AND SEND YOUR RECEIPT TO:
THE SECRETARY
HGFA

3.

Interested in First Aid?

NEWS ... NEWS ...

4.

In all other forms of aviation, a pilot
must receive his basic instruction from a
certified instructor.
DOT has insisted
that this should be the case in hang gliding also.
Therefore, to obtain a Hang 1
rating, each student must be instructed
and examined by a HGFA certified instructor.
With our instructor certification scheme
well under way, the supply of certified
instructors should continue to increase.
This change should also ensure that future
pilots will be even better trained than at
present.

5.

The other matter which concerned DOT was the
It has been
airworthiness of hang gliders.
abundantly clear that very few accidents are
the result of poor equipment and that most
are due to pilot error.
However, a committee of manufacturers and interested pilots
will be formed to set some basic manufac t uring standards.
These standards will then
be enforced by DOT.
Anyone i nterested in
participating with this committee in setting
airworthiness standards should contact
Marsha Leeman on 02-692-2872 b.h. or
042-942-545 a.h. immediately.

CHANGES IN POLICY RELATING TO THE PROPOSED
REVISION OF ANO 95.8
As most of you are already aware, HGFA made
a submission to Transport Australia in February
1981 asking that ANO 95.8 (which covers hang gliding
activities) be rewritten.
In our submission we
gave numerous arguments for why hang glider pilots
should be granted access to additional airspace.
We also stressed that a uniform policy was necessary rather than the variable special concessions
system for certain sites which is in operation at
present.
After much negot~ation and discussion, it now
appears that the changes we have asked for will be
accepted and a draft of the new ANO is already
being circulated to the regional DOT offices and to
other interested avaiation groups for comment.
Under the present ANO (95.8), hang gliders must
have written permission from DOT to operate over
300 ft above terrain.
Special height clearances
have to be granted either to exceed this height or
to operate inside controlled airspace.
The new
ANO (when it is enacted) will allow hang gliders
to operate up to 5,000 ft ASL anywhere in uncontrolled airspace.
It willalso allow han-g-gliders to operate inside controlled airspace as
long as they stay b~OO ft above terrain (AGL).

Other Policy Regarding Safety
A motion was passed recommending that packup parachutes be repacked at least every six months.
Another motion authorized that a set of
guidelines fo r the theory exam at each level be
prepared and distributed to Safety Officers in
This should ensure uniformity of
each state.
examination of pilots.

This change will mean that a lot of airspace
is now available to us but there are many responsibilities which go with it and we have to pay
some price for it.

Policy Changes Regarding Competition Pilots
1.

We will be sharing this airspace with lots
of other aircraft and it is up to us to
ensure that our flying activities don't in
any way interfere with or endanger others.

2.

To be sure that we can do this, we will all
have to learn more about how the airspace
is partitioned and how the other air traffic
is operating also.
This means learning
how to read the appropriate navigational
charts how to recognize the map references
from the air, and how to use our altimeters
properly.
All these things (and more) have
been made part of the new rating scheme
already.
They will also be covered extensively in future articles in SkySailor and in
the new edition of the Pilot Handbook which
is being prepared.

Because of the difficulties over the past
competition season, it was clear that some changes
were necessary to ensure that all pilots participating in competitions are financial members of
the association and therefore insured.
The following motion was passed unanimously:
"That competitors must show proof of renewal
of membership before they are allowed to
compete."
Each competitor must produce his membership
card to prove he has renewed and the competition
organizers will not accept any payment of membership fees. --rr tne member cannot produce his
membership card, other proof such as a dated
postal order receipt or bank cheque receipt will
be acceptable.
No exceptions will be allowed.
POLICY REGARDING SKYSAILOR

3.

Several motions reconfirmed some policies
already put into effect over the last year.
These included continuing regular monthly issues
(rather than less-frequent but more expensive
ones), and continuing the ban on ads and articles
on powered hang gliders or ultralights.

To be sure that all pilots operating in this
airspace (above 300 ft AGL) are competent
to handle these responsibilities, it will
be limited to Hang III pilots.
Also, .
altimeters will be mandatory over 300 ft.
AGL.
4.

Some new policies approved were: that all
ads for instruction must state whether the
instructor is HGFA certified and also, that free
space be made available to report the results of
verified testing of gliders and new glider designs.

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS AT THE 1982 CONVENTION
PRESENT FEDERAL EXECUTIVE MEMBERS:
President - Bill Moyes
Secretary - Marsha M. Leeman
Treasurer - Dennis G. White II
Federal Safety Coordinator - Steven M. Conley
Federal Coaching Coordinator - Ian Jarman
SkySailor Editor - Olga White

PUBLIC RELATIONS POLICY
HGFA is going to produce a public information brochure suitable for distribution at competitions, displays and other public places: ~his
will be made available to the state assoclatlons
for further distribution in their areas.

STATE COORDINATORS (BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF HGFA)
ACTHGA - Tim Webb
NSWHGA - Bruce White
Queensland HGA - Paul Carroll
SAHGA - Ross Wilkinson
Tasmanian HGA - Alan Coates
Victorian HGA - Wesley Hill, Alternate Coordinator and HGFA Secretary-Elect
WAHGA - Lindsey Hall

Also, the convention urged state associations
and local clubs to involve themselves in fund
raising activities for charities.
This would
both benefit these worthwhile causes and also
help to improve the public image of our sport.
The report above covers most of the business
However, any member
conducted at the Convention.
who wishes to read a full copy of the Minutes of
the Convention or examine the audited accounts of
the association has the right to do so.
Copies
of these documents have been distributed to each
State Coordinator and are also available from HGFA.

OBSERVERS:
Robert Owens, HGFA Treasurer-Elect
Peter Lis'enburg, SkySailor Editor-Elect
Marise Carroll, QHGA State Secretary
Graham PukalTus, NSWHGA State Secretary
Peter Cursley, Newcastle SkySurfers Club
Representative

Goodbye, all.

OTHER INVITED PARTICIPANTS:
Marsha M. Leeman, HGFA Secretary
(reti red)

SKYSAILOR
I

January
February
~1a rch
April
~1ay

June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1980
lots
heaps!
.NONE
a few
a few
heaps!
lots
NONE
lots
a few
NONE
NONE

Richard Dakers, HGAFA administrator
Trevor Burns, Department of Transport Liaison
for Hang Gliding
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APOLOGIES RECEIVED FROM:
Craig Aitken, VHGA State Coordinator
Glenn Woodward, HGFA Vice President

per issue,
including postage
1981
NONE
NONE
NON.E
NONE
NONE
lots
lots
lots
lots
lots
lots
lots

Skysollor

1982
a few
NONE
heaps!

Compet/~ion

How you can become famous
OR
How you can enter a hang gliding competition
without being a HANG 5.
REMEMBER YOUR ARTICLE AND/OR FRONT COVER FOR
THIS MAGAZINE MAY QUALIFY FOR $100 PRIZE MONEY.
Prizes will be presented in January, each year,
for the previous twelve (12) months.
BEST ARTICLE (of at least 1,000 words - approx
one (1) page of SKYSAILOR): $100 prize,
awarded by Laurie Linneweber.
BEST (READY TO PRIN~) FRONT COVER:
awarded by HGFA.

Plus a few September '75, April '76
Send orders to:

$100 prize,

For further details contact the Editor or see
March and April 1982 editions of SKYSAILOR.

THE ADMINISTRATOR,
14 BALCor~BE ROAD,
MENTONE,3194.
5.

DOT GOES HANG GLIDING!
A first in the history of hang gliding
occurred during the 1982 Annual Convention.
An
officer of DOT got a real experience 'of what hang
gliding is all about.
Steve Moyes agreed to
take Trevor Burns, the representative of Transport
Australia, on a two-up flight at Stanwell Park.
The conditions were perfect for it - 20 mph
E-SE and a beautiful, if somewhat crowded, sky.
There were around 60 other gliders already up,
spread out north and south along the escarpment.
They had a smooth launch with Trevor already in
prone and looking relaxed.
Steve even let Trevor
have the controls out ove r the valley so he could
get the feel of stalls ilnd turns.
In all, they
were up over an ho~r before making a perfect landing on the beach.
Trevor seemed more than pleased with his
experience and even started talking about taking
Who
some lessons and learning to hang glide!
knows where this could lead?

CAPTION: Steve Moyes about to launch with his
passenger, Trevor Burns, looking relaxed already in
Photo by Val Wallington.
prone.

PLAINSMAN
PLAINSMAN INSTRUMENT SYSTEM

* Solid-state altimeter, with large
liquid crystal display.

* High quality variometer with 240 0
movement.

* Most advanced audio system - the
full tone range output transmits
more useful information than any
comparable system. Includes sink
alarm.

* Integrated, rechargeable power
supply.

CAPTI ON : Trevor Burns preparing for a two-up flight
with Steve Moyes is surrounded by smiling safety
officers, Stubby Hall from W.A. and Marsha Leeman.
Photo by Val Wallington.

Charger included.

* Digital clock/stopwatch provided.
* Currently in use by top competition
pil ots.

* Price still only $485.

Avtronics,
PO Box 656, Gawler West 5118.
Bruce Tuncks (085) 22 4210
6.

Corrmunication
The HGFA Secretary's job has many aspects to
it but I still consider the main one to be communication both within our association and from our
association to other people and other groups.
Keeping the State Coordinators informed of
the actions of the Executive has occurred mainly
through the distribution of the minutes of our
meetings.
He have met somewhat less frequently
this year as we became even more organized and
our duties became more routine.
Communication with the members has again
been through replies by letter or telephone to
queries or requests and through reports in SkySailor.
I feel that SkySailor is a vital link
with our members and that many of them perceive
it as their greatest benefit from membership.
Olga has done an excellent job as editor and I
have enjoyed working with her and with Dennis on
the magazine each month.
They have both put in
countless hours and often sacrificed their own
weekend flying time to get the magazine out regularly.
Its quality has improved and our
members have responded to this by actually reading it!
I hope that the future editor and his
helpers can keep up the interest that the members
are presently showing in their magazine.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Though I have been involved in the sport of
hang gliding for many years, I am convinced that
the association has run smoother in the last three
years than at any other time.
The group that I
have worked with over this period has been both
A good relationship with
capable and efficient.
the Department of Transport has been achieved and
our association has gained respect in many areas.
I wish to thank Marsha for all her work as
Secretary and Dennis for his efforts as Treasurer.
I only hope that the next executive can continue
the good work that has been begun.

Some of the mail I receive still deals with
membership matters.
This should change as members
become more aware of the division of labour and
send their enquiries direct to the administrator.
Centralizing the membership procedures has certainly been a success even though this year Australia Post tried to undermine our efforts.
In
March 1980 we had 300 renewed members on our books
when state associations were handling memberships.
In 1981, when it was first centralized, there were
800 members in March and this year there were 950
in March . These figures speak for themselves.
Though there have been problems with members not
receiving their cards and stickers, it is evident
that with the present system a much greater percentage of our members are quickly getting renewed
and reinsured.

Delivered at the Convention by Bill Moyes,
HGFA Pres i dent.

Insurance
Speaki"g uf insurance, we have had another
good year and there have been no new claims.
In
fact, we have had no claims against our public
liability policy since 1978 and only this last
one remains to be settled.
Unfortunately, there
have been several minor incidents which may result
in small property damage claims.
However, so far
we have not received word that the damage is
greater than the excess to be paid by the member
involved.
Considering this good record, our
present insurers should be able to maintain our
present premium rate through next year.

SECRETARY'S REPORT
First, I would like to welcome all the delegates and observers to the Convention and to welcome our representative from Department of Transport, Trevor Burns, also.
I must say that it is with both sadness and
jubilation that I fulfill my final duties as HGFA
Secretary.
I have enjoyed having the opportunity
to make ~ome contribution to a sport which has
given me a great deal of pleasure.
However, it
has been a demanding job and I do look forward
to having more time for other activities, especially more flying, now that a new executive is
taking over.
I like to think that we have made
some progress in the last three years and that
the efforts we have put in have been appreciated
by the members.

Projects Finalized in 1982
HGF~ ~nd TA~GA have been successfully merged
both admlnlstratlvely and financially.
This has
me~n~ that there is now only one national hang
glldlng bo~y and that the multi-tier inefficiency
and confuslon has been eliminated.

7.

continued from page 7
HGFA is now a limited liability association
which gives us a definite legal status and as we~l
provides some protection for both the executive,
the coordinators and our members.

'---.,
/

HGFA obtained a $7,000 grant from the Federal
Dept. of Sport and Recreation and this money has
been spent on the approved projects and accounted
for.
The government's priorities for sport were
centred on competitions and they chose these areas
of our grant proposal to fund rather than others.
However, $1,000 was spent on a series of Instructor Certification Seminars in the various states
and has put our Instructor Certification Scheme
off to a good start.
Ian Jarman deserves a great
deal of praise for the energy and talent that he
has brought to this task as Coaching Coordinator.

~ _I-1

1'32 TREASURER'S REPORT

By Dennis G. White II

In June, 1981, the Australian Hang Gliding
Association ceased to exist as a financial institution.
All the assets and liabilities of TAHGA
were transferred to the Hang Gliding Federation
of Australia.
As a result, the following discussion only mentions HGFA but it should be
understood that both associations are being
referred to.
Total income for 1981 was $40,342.65 which
includes a small amount carried over from 1980.
Total expenditure was $38,072.34 which means that
a small surplus ($2,270.31) was carried over into
1982.

DOT Submission about ANO 95.8
Though the new ANO is not officially in force
yet, I hope I am correct in placing this item in
Our liaison
the "completed projects" section.
with Transport Australia has been good over the
year and you will hear more today from their representative about the draft of the new ANO. He
assures me that the changes we have asked for will
be approved.
If so, I will feel that this has
been one of the major accomplishments of the past
executive.
The change will mean not only more
airspace for our members to fly in but, also,
acceptance of our sport as responsible enough to
"share the air" with the rest of the aviation community.

The income is almost totally deri ved from
membership subscriptions.
Principal expenditures include insurance ($11,825.50), dispersal of
monies to State Associations (about $6,000), the
Convention and other conferences ($2,260.36), the
new membership cards and helmet stickers ($1,627.38)
and SkySa il or (see below).
The cos t of the new
cards and so on seems a lot but in fact 5 years'
supply was purchased.
This means that all the
stationery only cost about 30¢ per member per year.
Most other items of expense were rather unremarkable except perhaps for the cost of the ambulance
Only $104 out of $1,000 was claimed by
scheme.
members who completed an approved first air course.

The Future
I hope that with the progress made in the
last few years that the association can continue
to provide the benefits of membership to the hang
gliding community regardless of changes in personnel over the years.

Membership
The trend in total number of members over the
last few years is as follows:

I think that the major task still needing
some attention is the improvement of the public
image of our sport.
Efforts to get more good
publicity for the achievements of our pilots and
for the activities of our members will need to be
continued.
In addition, establishing even closer
links with other aviation sports, especially the
Gliding Federation of Australia should remain a
high priority for the new executive.

Year
Pil ots

1979
1135

1980
1188

1981
1251

1982(?)
1320

Given that many members who were "lost" at
the State Association level are now appearing on
the books and that there is a steady flow of new
members (197 in 1981 for NSWHGA alone!) this rate
of increase is very slow.
Either many pilots
give up the sport each year or they continue to
fly without paying their fees.
Illegal and uninsured pilots put the whole sport at risk and they
should be discouraged as vigorously as possible.
The best way to police this problem is at the
local level.
Local clubs could have membership
drives or YOU could approach a local pilot you
know is not a member and suggest that he renew
(the guy who a hlays wants to borrow your SkySailor is probably not a member!).

I wish the new executive all the best in their
efforts and will assist in every way to make the
transition a smooth one.
I also want to thank
the other members of the last executive and the
Coordinators in each state for their help to me
over the last three years.
~1.

,/ ,

The Audit

The other $6,000 of the grant was spent on
major competitions in Australia, including two
international events.
The Mt. Buffalo International and the larger Lawrence Hargrave International at Stanwell Park.
These events brought us a
lot of attention and good publicity both in Australia and overseas.

Delivered at the Convention by Marsha
HGFA Secretary.

l., '-""

Leeman,

8.

continued from page 8

1982 Budget

Up to the end of 1981,348 people had taken
advantage of the Short Term Membership scheme.
Most of these Short Term Members (STM's) were
learner pilots but it is not known how many of them
subsequently became full members.

The expected income for 1982, assuming 1320 members,
is about $40,000 which does not take into account
advertising revenue, Federal grants or money carried over from 1981 (about $2,000).
The expenses
for insurance and dispersal of State fees can be
estimated reasonably accurately at $13,000 and
$7,000 respectively.

The 1982 membership renewal drive was a bit
chaotic even though over 800 pilots had renewed
by the end of February.
The blame squarely belongs to Australia Post and it is clear that many
applications and cards have simply gone missing.
The delays introduced by the new computer agency
and the fact that this was the Administrator's
first go at this dreadful task were relatively

Other expenses are more difficult to estimate.
Maintaining membership services (cards, lists, etc)
should cost about $2,600 or roughly $2.00 per member
The net cost of SkySailor depends on many factors
but a figure of $9 ,000 seems reasonable (note this
is the net cost and thus includes advertising revenue).
A new edition of the Handbook is desperately needed and will probably cost about $5,000.

minor compared to the postal problem.
Members
can reasonably expect the membership turnaround
Members will have to bear with
to be 2-5 weeks.
the problems of maintaining the membership system
and perhaps petition Australia Post to have its
Annual Christmas Strike in July!

These estimates total $41,600 which absorbs
all the projected subscription income and most
of the accumulated funds carried over.
However,
these estimates are based on very fluid assumptions so the financial situation could become much
better (e.g. more members may join) or become much
worse (e.g. run-away costs on SkySailor).

SkySail or
The net cost of SkySailor in 1981 rose to
$8,038.08 compared to an average net cost of
$5,390.07 for 1979 and 1980.
Put in another way,
the 1979 and 1980 SkySailors cost about 39¢ per
issue per member whereas the 1981 SkySailor cost
about 53¢ per issue per member.
This increase
is mainly due to significant increases in the,
cost of printing and postage.
The 1981 SkySailor also had, on average, a greater number of
pages and was of a higher quality than the 19?9
and 1980 SkySailors which contributed to the Increase in cost.

In sho~t, the Federation is very secure financially and should remain so with prudent manaaement.
In the circumstances, there should be
no reason to raise the annual subscription from
its current level of $25.00 per member.

Revenue from advertising jumped from an average of $1,704.28 in 1979 and 1980 to $2,744 in
1981 . Most of this increase must be attributed
to the editor, Olga White, who spent a great deal
of time pursuing advertising revenue and offering
personal assistance to the advertisers as well as
ensuring the overall quality of the magazine.
1982 promises to be another very good year as far
as advertising goes.
Competitions
HGFA provided $7,299.24 for competitions in
early 1982.
Most of this money came from Federal Government grants.
Nearly all of the remaining cost (total expenses were $1?,?48.47) wa~ ,
raised by entry fees thus maintalnlng the prlnclple of "users pay" for competitions.
Despite the increased amount .of money available for competitions, they are still poorly orgaIn the
nised from a financial point of view.
future, HGFA sponsored competitions will be more
strictly controlled.
Competitors will have to
PROVE they are members at the time of the competition and competition finances will have to be
tightly controlled.
It is clear from an examination of the membership register and a list of
competitors at the Buffalo competition's and the
Illawarra International that a number of pilots
bent the rules to get into those competitions run
to date.

------ ~ .
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HOT AIR HANG

UPS

by Trevor Jones
Where were you during Easter '82? Well, I was
4000 ft. above the town of Canawindra with zero air
speed waiting for that "over the falls" feeling.
No, I wasn't about to be spat out of a giant thermal
but actually was hanging by a thin thread beneath
a man-made enclosed one (a balloon!).
The story of my being in this predicament of
slowly rotating above terra firma in the first
hours after dawn really has its origins in Albuquerque
New Mexico in the USA. Last year two members of
the Wollongong Hang Gliding Club (Steve Short and
Greg Wilson) were visiting the U.S. for some quiet
flying in the Owens Valley when they happened upon
the Albuquerque : Balloon Festival.
Here a lone
Australian representative in the form of Bob Dickson
(1981 Australian Ballooning Champion) was found.
With over 500 balloons in the air, you might wonder
how our intrepid hang glider pilots met these Aussies
far from home. I guess the sight of QANTAS splashed
over the baloon and a koala paddlocked to the basket
must have lit up a bulb!
Back in Australia some months later, Steve
gets a phone call from Bob saying he has an idea
of taking 6 hang gliders and 6 parachutists in 6
balloons for a spectacular at the Easter Balloon
Festival and a possible entry in the Guinness Book
of Records. Steve is naturally enthusiastic and
contacts me and other members of the club.

At this point I shall describe the hookup
system we finally used. A 7-8 meter length of I"
nylon tubular webbing is tied behind the kingpost
to the keel and then around the base of the kingpost
to prevent slippage. The webbing then goes through
the kingpost behind the top side wires. At the top
of the kingpost, a small loop of string is tied
preventing pressure on the dive strings and stopping
the nose from rotating down too far.
About I~ meters from the end of the webbing a
small loop is tied and another is tied at the end
of the webbing. This first loop forms the main .
link and is placed in the quick release which is
attached by its own length of webbing to a corner
support of the balloon frame. The end loop is
hooked into a balloon carabiner with this remaining
length left slack so it can be removed when the
balloon and glider are at a safe height for dive
recovery. If thi s safety is needed a sharp knife
is kept in the basket to cut the webbing at release.
Finally, to stop rotation in ascent, a thin piece
of cord is attached to the rear of the keel and to
the basket which is disconnected just before release.
Now, with the hookup sorted out, the question
of who goes first had to be decided. Suddenly,
everyone is gracious and offers everyone else that
honour!

A few months after this initial contact, Bob
Dickson and friends make the trip to Wollongong
to attend a club meeting, discuss details and meet
~s.
Much discussion takes place about the method
of release, suspension points and so on, with as
many opinions as members present (the usual) . The
first practice drop is to be 5 weeks before Easter.
A few weeks after this meeting in a park near
Steve Kennard's home, · some gliders are hung from
a tree to find the best suspension point.
Finally, after months of anticipation, the
first balloon weekend arrives so we can sort out
the details and ensure everything will be right
for the Big Day. This will be Easter Sunday when
the Canawindra Lions Club puts on a day in the
showground with pavilions, .tents, music, stalls
and about 4000 people attending . We are the
main attraction with the parachutists and we are
all supposed to spot land in front of the grandstand. What's more we are to be paid, including
accomodation, petrol, meals and for the release
equipment.
Four members and I arrive with 4 gliders at
Bob's house on Saturday. We help him prepare the
balloon and his new burners for Sunday morning test
flights. However, the release system still hasn't
been finalised. A quick release is to be used, but
I'm concerned about its possible failure just after
lift-off when there might not be sufficient height
for dive recovery.

CAPTION: Qantas Balloon piloted by Bob Dickson
lifts off with Trevor Jones and his glider
suspended below on Easter Sunday. Photo by
Paul Murdoch.
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Sunday mornin~ arrives and we stumble out to
the dew soaked field at 5 a.m. to set up Steve
Short's glider and to cold inflate the balloon.
The wind is a mighty 5 mph and Bob blasts a few
bursts of flame into the mouth of the balloon whi ch
i s tethered to his van. It roll s and rocks and
then drags the van 20 feet and we call it a day!
This 5 mph wind is too much for a 75,000 cubic feet
plus balloon to lift off safely with a glider
underneath.
Although the day was not a success,
we had a first look at this different form of
aviation and are eager to return. However, Bob' s
job as a chi ef steward for QANTAS means our only
chance i s the weekend before Easter.

It is too late in the morning for another
flight because thermals are very dangerous for
balloons . After packing up the balloon and the
glider, we return to Bob's for breakfast and
cel ebration champagne.
We decide to wait until
the evening to try again to get me airborn. But,
it fails again because of the evening breeze of
4 mph and my next chance will be at Easter.
It is Easter Friday and we all arrive.
(Steve Kennard, Paul Murdoch, Greg Wilson and
friend, Belinda and Bruce Robinson and his fiance
Margaret all stay at Bob's place . My wife, Eva,
and I are staying in Mum and Dad's caravan.) On
Friday night we sit down to a delicious meal at
Bob's (whose house now resembles a restaurant with
over 30 guests present).

I arrive on Saturday at Bob's hou se but this
time there are only three of us . We are greeted
by bad news. Only two balloons have agreed to
ta ke up hang gliders and the Lion s Club has
cancelled Easter Sunday festivities . A quick trip
to the organiser of the Canawindra Balloon Festival
reveals th at it is st'll on. However , he can't
take up a hang glider and th ere is no way to get
th e Lions Club function going again . Gloom descends
an d our Eas t er plans are in ruins. so we retire and
down some vi ntage port. Howeve r , all is not lost
and our ma i n purpose to try ball ooning is still
t here and Bob will still ta ke us up at Eas te r.

Saturday dawns and each day the 9 balloon
teams that have come for the Festival meet at
the balloonary to be briefed on the morning's
ta sk. The ballooning season is just beginning.
It runs all winter to avoid thermals and catch
the calm and stable air.

I ' m now t o be t he gui nea pi g. We set up my
gl i der and the bal loon on Satu rday evening but again
the wind is too strong. It is now too late in t he
eveni ng to la un ch and land safely.
Sunday dawns an d Steve Kennard se t s up hi s 40 '
EF5. It is dead calm and at last we see lift off
of balloon and glider. They rise to 4600' AGL and
then descend at 500 fpm for the release. The EF5
falls away in a steep di ve for a few seconds before
it pulls up into a climb. Ste ve flies toward s the
sleeping town while the balloon quickly drops back
to earth so that another gl ider can be taken up .
Steve lands near the ba l loon whi l e we quic kl y set up.
Steve Short 's Pha ntom. I go up i n t he bas ket t o
re l ease him.
We lift off slowly at first . The feeling is
strange standing in the basket with no wind
whistling past my ears. I am quickly aware that
ballooning isn't the silent sport of peaceful
bliss f loating over the countryside. Every few
seconds the load roar of the burners is needed to
keep the balloon in balance . I also discover why
all balloonist wear hats. It is because of the
tremendous heat put out by these burners just
above my head which have only two settings--off
and full - on!

CAPTION: The scene at early morning at a balloon
festival with some inflated and ready while other
balloons remain to be filled. Photo by Paul Murdoch.

This morning's task is to all lift off from the
central field, drift out past a circle and drop
a marker. then to try to make as tight an angle
as possible before dropping a second marker.
After this event, I am to have my first flight.

Bob pilots the balloon at a climb rate of
about 300 fpm at which pressure on the anti-rotation line is mild . However, at one point we reached
700 fpm when rotation pressure on the line became
extreme. Communication tends to be one-way as
Steve can hear us OK but because the gas-pilots
are burning all the time only inches above our
heads we have trouble hearing Steve. Bob descends
the balloon to 500fpm, I drop the anti-rotation
line and pull the quick release. Looking down I
can see the Phantom fall away. Steve pushes out
and it climbs. He flies around us and stays
close as we descend to earth once more.

Bob lands his QANTAS balloon in a small field
quite close to where they originally took off. I
quickly set up my Swift 170 as the crowd gathers
to watch this unusual site of a hang glider being
connected by the umbilical cord to this giant bubble
of hot air. Steve Kennard is to release me. Bob
raises the balloon slowly as I position the glider
under the basket. In this position I have no idea
exactly where the balloon is above me . I scurry
around, like a rat, trying to keep the line straight
as the balloon takes up my weight.
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CAPTION: A double lift-off under balloon power
by Steve Kennard in an EF-5 and Paul Murdoch in
a Swi ft. Photo by Bri an Fimme 1.

My feet leave the ground to a spontaneous round
of applause from the gathered throng. But, at 20
feet the anti-rotation line breaks to a scream of
"Stop, stop." from Steve. However, Bob continues
to climb as it is now too late. My apprehension is
noticably increased and I am concerned that rotation
will be a problem if we go above 300 fpm up. Then
I found that weight shift seemed to have an effect
and I was able to arrest rotation with it. For the
first 2000 feet we went straight up with no drift.
- This was very enthralling as I watched the field we
launched from grow smaller and smaller directly
below. Above, all I could see was the sail of my
glider which hid that force pulling me upward like
an invisible SKYHOOK.

There was a wind shift at 2000 ft. AGL which
began to drift us westward. As we rose, I had to
yell up to the basket at 1000 feet intervals as
Bob's altimeter wasn't working. At 3000 ft. I
yelled up and the difficulty in the basket of
hearing what the glider pilot is saying became
apparent. My words were: "00 you have your
camera, Bob?" to which he replied : "Releasing the
safety now." I just smiled, lent back and enjoyed
the view.

I yelled "4000 feet" and this brings us back
to where we started. Remember, here I am rotating
above terra firma. Well, we climb to 4,600 ft. AGL
and then Bob allows the balloon to cool until
descent reaches 500 ft. per minute. I position
myself in the hang mode with both hands grasping
tight on the uprights and pulling my body close to
them.

I had preprogrammed my reactions to push out
on the uprights as soon as the nose drops upon
release. Steve Kennard yelled 3.. 2 ... 1, then
nothing! I braced myself in anticipation and then
I hear the words "Oh, shit!" and then, release!
The dive and pullout is allover in a few
seconds but its feeling and memory seem much longer.

I am suspended in silent space separate
from the earth.
It is not real. The life
line is severed from that unseen force which has
brought me here high above the world . In total
silence the nose of my Swift moves down, the
horizon disappears from view and I am now looking
down upon the farm land of Canawindra from where
I came.
Then like in the scene from 2001, when Dave
Bowman re-enters the mother ship from the pod
and flicks on the life saving oxygen which comes
rushing in with a roar from the silence of space,
a roar of the life-giving airspeed permeates my
ears. The glider climbs and I climb into prone.
After the recovery, I bank the glider right
to look for the balloon. It is below and seems
stationary high up here. It is the ground that
seems to move as I fix my eyes on the balloon.
I circle it and fly directly over its crown
(hoping for lift from any escaping hot air) but
the air is creamy smooth.
Sinking down to the level of the balloon,
I circle it once more and as we have drifted some
3 kms. from our base field, I turn for Canawindra.
Arriving back with 2000 ft., I go into a series of
chandelles and high banked turns to show how
manoeverable hang gliders are and to release my
euphoria. I keep my eye on the field we launched
from. All the spectators have moved out but they
are still on the road side having watched the
entire flight. When I'm down to 100 ft., I set
up my downwind and base leg, skimming over the
barbed wire fence to a perfect two-step landing
and another round of applause.
Greg Wilson got to fly that evening during
an actual task. The balloons take off outside
a circle and drift toward a pylon which is on top
of a small hill. The closer you drop your marker
the more pOints you score. Greg has Bob's marker'
with him and is to fly over the pylon and drop
~he marker dead centre.
However, a leak developed
ln one LPG gas line and Bob climbs immediately to
4000 ft. Greg is released but they have now
dr~fted many kilometers from the pylon.
Greg still
trles to make it but arrives with just 50 ft.
insufficient altitude.

On Sunday a surprise is in store for the guests
at the wedding of a local farmer. His brother
arranged for 3 balloons to arrive unannounced, to
inflate and launch taking the bride and groom with
them off into the sunset. Although no hang gliders
fly this day, Brian Fimmel who has arrived in the
morning, also flies in on his trike. He circles
the homestead and lands in the house paddock all
dressed for the celebrations!
Monday dawns and as the competition of the
balloon festival is now over, raul Murdoch and
Steve Kennard both get to fly. Paul is taken up
by the Australia Balloon in his Swift and Steve
in the EF5 goes up with the reliable Bob Dickson.
Many spectators have again gathered and loud
applause rings out above the clicks of camera
shutters as the two balloons, side by side, lift
off simultaneously with hang gliders dangling
beneath them.
On board Bob's balloon is a video camera which
first shoots Paul's release then down on Steve's.
They both circle the balloons with Paul taking
pictures with his SLR camera also. Then from
about 5 kms out, they both try to return to the
field but fall short because of the sink and
headwind.

Caption: Paul Murdoch just after lift-off. (Talk
about relaxed, he's got his knees on the bar so he
can take a photo back at the crowd below him!)
Photo by Brian Fimmel.

My thanks go out to Bob Dickson who showed
us all ballooning, friendship and great generosity.
I feel we are all richer from the experience and
would jump at the chance to again rise serenely
above the earth suspended beneath a hot air
balloon.

beginner
novice
advanced
tuition
gliders
harnesses
helmets
parachutes
instruments
carabiners
hang loops
kite bags
flight suits
pagen books
magazines
posters
back packs

p

,

499 crown st.,
surry hills 2010
CAPTION: Steve Kennard just before release from
the balloon. Photo by Paul Murdoch (who was
suspended in his glider beneath another balloon).

tel.(02)698 8584
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The art of towing demands skill and experience
from all involved.
That is the pilot, the driver,
and the throttle-release man.
The pilot must be
experienced enough to be able to recognize the
source of the forces being experienced by the
glider and to signal the towing crew for changes
in speed as necessary.
And, to control the pitch
and direction of the glider during the towed period of the flight.
He must avoid any situation
that may cause a sudden release during a steep
and fast climb.
A combination of all these, that
is: 1) steep climb, 2) high speed, 3) sudden release, will cause a pitch over and loss of control.

FATAL ACCIDENT
This is a somewhat delayed report of a fatal
accident which occurred earlier this year . As yet
we have few details of the accident and so cannot
make any statements about the possible cause .
All we know is that Peter Hogden was killed
during a towing accident near Mt . Isa . There was
an eye witness but as yet the reports we have
received have been confused.

The boat driver must be familiar with meteorHe must understand the problems that will
ology.
be encountered with wind gradients, wind shear, and
wind direction.
Changes in wind direction, both
i n the ho r izontal and vertical components.
The
throttle-release man must be seated in the boat in
such a position as to be able to keep hi s eye on
the pilot and glider during the towed period of
the flight.
He must be able to vary the speed of
the boat to agree with: 1) pilot signals, 2)
changes in angle of attack of the glider, and 3)
changes in air speed.

Would anyone with information on this
accident, please send in an acc ident report to
HGFA as soon as possible ?
In the meantime, we are reprinting an arti cl e
by Bill Moyes which gives some safety tips fo r
towing. Since there have been several fatal accidents in the last few years while towing , we hope
that this information will be read carefully by
anyone considering becomin g involved i n thi s launc h
method.

Communications
In towing circles we have an accepted series
of signals between the pilot and the throttlerelease man.
They are, 1. Less speed . .. .
Pilot's legs spread . 2. Cut throttle ... . Legs
spread and crossing rapidly. 3. More speed ....
A kick or pedal motion with one leg.

SAFETY TIPS
TOWING

By Bi 11 Moyes

The towing of hang gliders has been a sensitive subject since the development of high aspect
and large wing span glide r s.
Safe towin g demands
a high degree of skill of all involved .
Pilots
on today' s large wing span glide r s will experience
more problems with roll control than we had in th e
·past.
It i s thi s l ack of roll control that l eads
to the lock out si tuat io n, whe r e t he gl ider is
turned, either by a l ift under one wing, an inexperienced pi l ot or an inexperienced driver. Once
the gl ider turns approximately 20° from the direction of t he t ow line th e components of the tow
force wi l l i ncrease t he bank of the glider to the
poi nt whe re f ull pi lot correcti on i s not suffi cien t t o r egain ban k co ntr ol (hence the t erm l ock
out) .

A light coloured panel in the centre of the
kite gives a good background for easy recognition
of signal s , particula r ly when lon g ro pes are used .
Other signals should be arranged between crew and
pil ot befo re take- off .
The ai r speed experi enced by t he gl i der wi 11
change during t he towed period of t he fl i ght .
Due to ei ther t he meteorological reasons or
accelera t ion due to the position of the glider
during the climb.
The throttle-release man has
the most responsible duties of the trio and must
al so operate the quick - release in case of an
aborted t ake-off or ot her reason for an emergency.
The towi ng of hang gl iders has devel oped by
boat towing over wa te r.
It i s the safest method.

When a lock out occurs the force causing the
problem must be removed immediately.
That is
why all the boats must be fitted with a quick
release.
The pilot in the glider has his hands
full at this moment as he is high siding the
banked glider and can't take his hands off the
control bar.
So if he is to be saved it must be
the tow crew who saves him.
Once he is released
and regains control he must immediately release
the trailing tow line or he's still in trouble as
it may snag on something while he is in free
flight .
Adequate releases and efficient methods
of releasing them are the first priority in towing.

Winch and Car Tows
The use of the mechanized winches and land
operated vehicles i s possible, however the tow
cr ew must be fam i liar with their above duties and
the operation of the mechanics on the system of
intended use.
The added hazards of high tension
wires, trees, obstacles and uneven terrain to
operate a vehicle pose problems.
An aborted
flight with a hard landing is harder on land than
on water.
The use of today's high powered. vehicles as
a tow source can and has caused structural failure
in the glider or equipment simply by the use of a
fraction of an inch of extra throttle.
In general, land towing, though not impossible, has so
many hazards that it is not advisable.

Towing adds further hazards to hang gliding.
It should not be practiced without an expert crew
and pil ot.
Towi ng wi thout the correct condHi ons,
equipment, and personnel is dangerous.
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MEETS AT BELLS HOTEL
MORAY ST, SOUTH ~ELBOURNE,
FIRST TUESDAY OF THE MONTH

lIfEWS

THE EASTER MT BEN NEVIS FLY-IN
Well what a great weekend was had by all who
turned up to enjoy the last decent thermalling
weekend before the season ended.

Well, on Monday everyone turned up on launch
only to find the wind had moved to n- n/e.
The
sort of day you think you'll never be able to
launch.
Gary Hickson managed to launch early
into a weak cycle up face, he spent 3/4 hr to
get to c10udbase, he managed only 20 km.
Bruce
Wynne, Rob Donaher, John Murby and Don Rottman
managed to launch during a lull in the downwind
conditions.
Bruce managed to climb quickly to
c10udbase as he drifted "away" from the main face.
The cu's that were forming were large with sizeable streets disappearing over the horizon, but
Rob, John and Don eventually copped heavy sink
and landed below.
As usual everyone else was
stuck on launch as downwind conditions worsened.

Easter Friday started off well, with about
fifteen pilots set up on launch, small cu'~ had
started forming with cloud streets developlng as
far as you could see.
The wind from w-n/w
light to moderate ar ound 10-20 mph.
Many well known Victorian pilots had turned
up along with many up and coming novice the~al
pil ots, all eager to "speck out" and go for 1 t!
By 1.00 pm most pilots had launched, many on
their way to cloudbase.
At Ben Nevi s you need good height to g?
directly down wind, as over the ~ack there lS 10
km of mountains and trees to navlgate.
Most
followed the westerly facing edge of the plateau
to r idge soar and thermal away from the main
ridge to Mt Buanger, Cave hill, Mt Cole, then
off over the flat lands.

Well Bruce has done it again, second time in
eight weeks, he flew 150 km (90 miles approximately)
to Warnamboo1, he couldn't really fly much further,
he had reached the s/west coast (well done Bruce).
Well negotiations are still continuing with
We hope to have the
the Forest Commission.
other sites open shortly.
As from September I
would expect the Mt Cole area to be opened for
the coming season.
For information on flying
the Mt Cole area, ring 03-894163.

Best distances of the day were Gary Hickson
40 km, and Ian O'Neill with 34 km.
The arrival
of a strong s/e seabreeze about 3.00 pm stopped
further progress.
On Saturday morning the weather looked asif
it would be a repeat of Friday, wind was same
direction.
On launch and in the air, about
twenty pilots were awaiting the good thermal activity.
Good cu's were forming, cloudbase was
around 7800' ASL, but early overdevelopment looked
certain.
Best distances for the day were Bruce
Hynne 66km Ian O'Neill 60 km, and local pilot
Gary Hicks~n 53 km.
Even some of the inexperienced thermal pilots flew up to 40 km.
Same
story as the day before, the early arrival of the
sea breeze stopped greater distance being flown.

Ian O'Neill

VHGA CONTACT SHEET
General correspondence:
Training enquiries:

P.O. Box 400
Prahran, Vic 3181

Southern School of Hana
Gliding 03-44-5557 -

Offi ce bearers:

On Sunday morning everyone was ready to do
better the weather was almost a repeat of the
previo~s two days, but the he~vy inve~sion didn't
lift until early afternoon, wlth marglnally unstable conditions during the day, most were lucky
to reach Raglan or Beaufort (15-30 km).
Local
pilot Garry Hickson put in another great effort
with a distance of 53 km.
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Saturday, Round 3

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
STAT E CH AM PIO NSH I PS
By Terry Tipstall
After a very successful 1981 State competition, organisers Gary Emu and Phil Flentje decided
to run this year's competition on much the same
lines.
Lochiel was again the venue with the now
familiar one on one format.

An open X-C task from Lochiel was again the
order of the day.
The conditions were so variable
however that it took the entire day to launch
Only 3 pilots went X-C, with Rob Davis
everybody.
flying 27.6 kms.
Stove Drunkensloppy and John
Coby circled up slowly after launch only to find
the upper level wind was easterly.
They resisted
the temptation to fly with the wind as the Gulf
would have limited their distance.
Ins tead they
headed easterly into a head wind.
Flying under
cloud streets with the bar into the knees much of
the way Stove flew 60.8 kms to beat Coby's 47 kms.
During the flight they flew to near cloud base at
9000 ft ASL.
In a bit of free flying late in the afternoon
Alan Daniels flew over the back and maintained at
several thousand feet above the Snowtown Caravan
Park where we were camped.
After being up for
about 45 minutes he attempted to spot land on top
of a Kombi Van but overshot and landed in the
trotting track next to the park.

For those of you unfamiliar with the site it
is a westerly facing ridge 8 kms Tong about 150
kms north of Adelaide.
Take off is at 1378 ft
ASL and landing at 754 ft ASL.
Much of the farmland in f ront of the ridge consists of ploughed
paddocks making ideal thermal sources.
We also
had Illawarra hill nearby for N-Westerlies and the
south Hummocks for South Easterlies.

At this stage of the competition there were
three pilots with three straight wins.
These
were Detriment, Stove Drunkensloppy, and Paul "Ned"
Kelly.
We needed at least one, possibly 2 rounds,
to decide a winner.

From N.S.W. came 5 pilots to join in the
competition.
These were Alan Daniels (in very
nice looking pink overalls), Rod Stevens, Bruce
White, John Coby and Lindsay ~'orri son.

Sunday
The Sunday morning found us setting up on
Illawarra Hill while a northerly blew.
Before we
could start the round the wind switched to the
east.
We packed up and investigated the possibility of flying the back side of the Lochiel ridge
but by the time we had found a suitable site it
was too late to hold a round.

Phil Flentje had arranged Notams with D.O.T.
specifically for the competition.
At takeoff we
had 3000 ft ASL but further to the north and east
we had clearances up to 9000 ft ASL.
It was made
clear to all pilots that any infringements of
these would result in Disqualification.
Fri day, Round 1
With a N-Westerly blowing we headed for
Illawarra Hill.
A slightly obscure goal and
return task was run, but if the goal couldn't be
reached it was judged on duration.
Some rather
poor takeoffs were demonstrated by pilots who
should know better.
With the round over and the
wind going West we headed for Lochiel.

Monday
A 25 knot easterly prevailed on Monday so the
competition was called off, to be continued on the
Anzac day long weekend.
The afternoon was spent
with a massive water fight in the Caravan Park.

Round 2
When everybody finally arrived at the top of
Lochiel the conditions looked excellent.
An open
X-C task was called and pilots began setting up.
Only 13 of the 24 pilots managed to go over the
Many of those who took off early dropped
back.
out or only managed to glide about 10 kms behind
the ridge.
When about half of the competitors had
launched a cycle came through and pilots began to
sky out.
The best flight was by Alan Daniels who
flew 67 kms to Gladstone.
Othe r good flights were
done by John Coby (65.4 kms), Phil Flentje (48.4
kms) and Dermoid (34.2 kms).

Anzac Day Long Weekend
Without the interstate pilots a somewhat
depleted field turned up to continue the competition.
Saturday, Round 4 "Who is this Gun Ninnes"
When we arrived at the top of Lochiel a 20
knot westerly was blowing.
A ridge race was set
with a turnpoint at one end of the ridge and
another several hundred metres out in front of the
ridge.
By the time we got the round started the
wind had picked up considerably and this produced
some interesting takeoffs.
The draw had also
proved interesting.
Stove and Kelly were flying
against each other.
Detriment was drawn alongside Gary Ninnes which caused Detriment to become
somewhat overconfident.
Shortly before takeoff
Stove and Paul Kelly each offered Ninnes ten
dollars if he won the round.
It turned out to
be the most interesting round of the compo

Rob Hibberd, the wind technician, had an interesting flight.
On takeoff his parachute bag
snared on the ground and tore open.
When he was
about 30 ft above the ground his chute opened
completely and brought him crashing down with thankfully no injuries and only minor damage to his
A-frame.
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The comp got under way on Friday with a
pylon-cum-min-sink round.
I was not quite sure
what it was so I figured - "stay up longer. glide
out further than your opponent and you gotta win".
We had a couple of upsets in this first round
with last year's winner Phil Flentje and Paul
Cleland going down to Paul Kelly and Rabbit respectively . . Gliders were packed quickly and
hurried to the main Locheil ridge.
We were welcomed by cycles coming up the face getting stronger and more regular (sounds like a laxette ad) as
the afternoon grew on.
When the dust devils were
throwing cattle and trees into the air and it was
.noticed that Steve Blenkinsop was climbing out over
the back pandemonium broke out on takeoff.
During
which one pilot took off without his partner. and
another with his chute dangling on the ground. It
deployed and put him gently down in front of the
takeoff.

First to take off were Kelly and Stove.
Kelly came back along the ridge very low but gained
enough height to duck in over the finish line
seconds ahead of Stove.
Next off was Detriment and Ninnes. Detriment
with confidence pouring out of his ears did a
very shoddy takeoff before racing up the ridge
to the first turnpoint.
He was well ahead of
Ninnes when he went for the second point out in
front of the ridge.
However he had failed to
work up sufficient height before leaving the
ridge and landed after just reaching the point.
Ninne~ casually worked the ridge for a while then
flew out to the point and flew further back towards the ridge before landing thus winning the
round.
Back at the Caravan Park Detriment grabbed
handful s of maps and checked them thoroughly ..
But even after cutting them up and reassembling
with tape he failed to convince the officials
. that he had won.

This second round was one on one and open ,X-C.
Once again the top seeds generally went well. with
the exception of Rabbit and Bruce White. who went
down to Gary Fimeri and myself.
The distances
that day were as follows: Al Daniels 67 k. John
Coby 65 k. Phil Flentje 48 k, Rod Stevens 37 k.
Dermot Meaney 35 k.
~1any others had their first
over the back X-C expeditions of 10 to 20 kms.
Phil got to 9,000 ASL; T.O. is 1300 ASL.

That afternoon and the next two days were
mostly blown out so we had to be content with
four rounds.
Thanks must go to Gary Emu for
running the comp and putting up with constant
criticism. even coming from National champions.
Also to Phil Flentje for much of the organising.
and to Diedre McCumulus and Big John for helping
to run the compo
A final thanks to Tony um-err
what's his name. you know the disc jockey guy
without whom anything would have been possible.
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

The next day was quite good but the lift was
not so easy to work and get away on.
Two of the
long flights that day were Steve Blenkinsop - 60
k. and John Coby - 47 k.
They were flying against
each other. which was tough on John as the only .
other distance was by Rabbit who flew 27 k.
The
afternoon was topped off by Al Daniels coming over
the caravan park at sunset with 2.000' at least
and landing alongside (10'), more magic hour.
Sunday was not flyable until late evening when
many of us soared the back of the hill.

Final Placings
~Jins
Total Distance
Paul "Ned" Kelly
4
10.3 kms
Stove Drunkensloppy 3
67.5 kms
Phil Fl entje
50.1 kms
3
Detriment Meaney
3
35.4 kms
Gary Ninnes
3
16.3 kms
Paul Cleland
2.7 kms
3

Longest Flight
Alan Daniels
Greatest Total Distance John Coby

Soaring the "wrong" side of the hill with the
sun setting in the distant sea. casting curious
shadows over the gold and brown autumn countryside
with equally strange shadows of oneself on the
'
under~ide of one's glider, sets a warm glow to the
beautlful world of silent flight.

67.0 kms
112.4 kms

SAGHA COMPS-A PILOT'S VIEW

The SAHGA State Championships were finalized
on the Anzac long weekend.
We only had a chance
to get one round in on Saturday morning before the
weather turned very sour on us.
The wind was 20
to 25 mph and slightly off to the north.
The
only task that could be called was a ridge race.
~or a X-C orientated comp this was unfortunate but
lt,was necessary to complete the State ChampionShlpS.
The task was a quick dash south to where
the ridge got low and then around a pylon· a
slight headwind push back towards takeoff' then out
to a pylon just prior to T.O. and back to'cross a
gate past and behind T.O.

By Dermot Meaney
The SAHGA Championships were held over the
Easter long weekend along the same lines as in
198~:
one on one and emphasising cross-country
flYlng.
The venue was again Lochiel. which is
a really excellent 700' ridge. mellow and consistent.
The tasks were: min sink. open X-C and/
or ridge racing. depending on which door of his
Combi our Meethead Gary Fumeri fell out of in the
mornings.
On .Thursday. flying was started by Phil
Flentje and Paul Cleland.
They got in a bit of
evening magic hour . This is when the air
smooooths off and for about an hour before sunset
the ridge lift is light and buoyant.
That evening (Thursday) we were pleased to welcome the
N.S.Welshmen and woman to our meet.
Thank you
Alan Daniels, Rod Stevens, Bruce White, Lindsay
He hope you
Morrison. John Coby and Rose.
enjoyed your stay as we enjoyed your company.

,
Paul Kelly woh over Steve Blenkinsop by climblng back over T.O. faster on the return from the
p~lon out front.
Phil Flentje beat Rabbit in
tlme.and I lost to Gary Ninnes who capitalized on
my mlstake of dropping out and landed back closer
to the base of the hill.
Unfortunately we only
go~ four rounds out of seven days which I think
pOlnts to our need for a league system with maybe
Easter as a finals.
17.
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[LUXE Gee iN

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAr~: ~(
68 WENTWORTH AVE. , SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211·5555

ITEM NUMBER U9

\

l \0, ~

. HA~NESS

$225.00

s'" --I- S
!::,
:"--~/-10-2- S 6' 2"
3> . 7

(WITH RECESSED PARACHUTE CONTAINER)

o

SMALL 5' 2"

- 5' 5"

[] DEPLOYMENT BAG,

DMEDIUM 5'

ITEM U13

[] BACK-UP CHUTE CANOPY,

$15.00

ITEM P5

$296.00
/'

[] PACK

&

ASSEMBLE

'"\.., '\ ,. 1 ~

$12.00

OUTSIDE COLOUR (CORDURA) .......'

~. 0.. ~~

........ \..

INSIDE COLOUR (NYLON DUCK) .......... ~ ........... .
COLOURS AVAILABLE

STRIPE (l) ... ~ ................ (2) ................. .

INSIDE

j8D
I .\

NYLON DUCK

CORDURA

:23

RED

RED

Iv

YELLOW

YELLOW

GREEN

LIME GREEN

BLUE

DARK GREEN

SKY BLUE

ICE BLUE

WHITE

MID BLUE

Cordura

SILVER

NAVY BLUE

OurSIDE

BROWN

RUST

BLACK

SAND

TAN

BROWN

ORANGE

BLACK
ORANGE

NAME: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .

DA TE : ............................... . ... .

ADDRESS : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CUSTOMER O/NO: ......................... . .
DESPATCH By: . .......... . .. .. .. . ......... .
PHONE:... .. ...... . .... .. ..... . .. .. .........

RECEIVED: .. $..... ........ ............... .
RECEIPT NO.: ............................ .
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The Tasmanian Hang Gliding Association.
21 LESLIE ST. SOUTH LAUNCESTON. TAS. 7250.

Otto's machines' weights varied between 15
kg and 20 kg, could be folded for storage or
transport in two minutes, and had a glide angle
of 8:1.
Most were controlled solely by weight
shift.
He made over 2,000 glides . between 1893
and his death in 1896, and he was the first person
ever to soar.
I'm sure you will agree that he
is well worth remembering as a great and early
kindred spirit.

The amount of activity in recent times seems
to have been increasing.
Several people have
bought or changed over gliders, and it appears
that the upswing will continue.
To allow some of our newer members to meet
everyone, and also, hopefully, to encourage some
of the less active older hands to come out, I
wi 11 be organi sing an "Otto Li 1i entha 1 Bi rthday
Fly In", over the 22nd and 23rd May weekend, at
Woodbury.
This particular date has special significance, since the first ever organised hang
gliding event was held in California on the 23rd
May 1971, and the subsequent article on it,
appearing in the National Geographic magazine,
sparked wide interest and enthusiasm in the sport.

I will be giving some thought to running a
few informal fun events, for every pilot level.
Ideas so far are spot landings, and bomb drops,
but I'm open to suggestions, as long as it's safe,
not too highly competitive, and doesn't take too
much organising (if it does, you could always set
it up yourself.
I'll fly in it!}.

Dave Warren and I, having read the article,
built our first bamboo and polythene "monster" by
copying one .of their machines from a photograph,
and hang gliding had arrived in Tasmania.

See you at Gaff's Hill, Woodbury, before
10 am on Saturday, 22nd May.
Stay overnight at
Ross Caravan Park.
Allan Coates

Otto Lilienthal was a truly great pioneer
He wrote and publ ished "Bird Fl ight
of fl ight.
as the Basis for Aviation" in 1889, and that
became the standard text book for anyone interested in heavier than air flight at the time.
He
freely disseminated his findings, and thereby
assisted many other people in their work.
Some of his discoveries were the importance
of an aerofoil being curved to provide better
lift, how changes in that curvature affect the
relationship between lift and drag, and how a
dihederal angle in a set of wings provides roll
stability.
Otto was the first to really perfect his
machines and his techniques, and constantly
practiced to improve both.
His own words reflect
his intelligent approach, and his love of flying.
"In order to practice flying With these flying surfaces, the pilot first takes short jumps
on a somewhat inclined surface, until he has
accustomed himself to being borne by the air.
Finally he is able to sail over inclined surfaces
as long as he wishes . The supporting capacity
of the air is felt, particularly if there is a
breeze.
A sudden increase in the breeze causes
a longer stoppage in the air, or one is raised to
The charm of such flight
a still higher point.
is indescribable, and there could not be a healthier motion, or more exciting sport in the open
ai r. "

Caption:
19.

Alan Coates flying in Tasmania.

\

The fact is, assuming a constant airspeed,
not that much lift is lost as you stall.
The
loss amounts to something like 20 or 30%.
That
loss could be compensated for by an increase in
airspeed of only about 15% or something like three
miles per hour in an ordinary hang glider.
Of
course, the problem is getting that three miles
per hour!
This brings us to the sin of not
emphasizing the role that drag plays in a stall.
It is the increase of drag, not the decrease of
lift, that can bring worry lines to the face of a
pilot.
But first, the Law of Stalls:

By John Lake
Most "explanations" of fl ight take you into
an intellectual land filled with Bernoulli, vector
diagrams, and elegant equations.
This may be a
garden for designers, but it is a swamp for
pilots.
Have you ever heard a pilot in trouble
cry out for Bernoulli or offer up a final expletive of "p+lpV2=H" just before the crunch?
Exhaustive research in the field has shown
that the pilot's most frequent final words are
"Oh shi t! " .
I t has been assumed by these researchers that pilots are simply an uncouth crew
of semi-literates.
However, independent research
has brought out the fact that the expletive refers
to the pilot's opinion of a theory of flight
which he has discovered, too late and is useless
in crisis.
Elegant theories of flight, laced
with impressive differential equations, are not
the stuff from which a clear mental picture of
controlling flight is drawn; they are the tools
of designers, not pilots.
These quantitative
theories are generically classed as the "Oh shit"
group.
Pilots should learn useful concepts from
a qualitative group, sometimes referred to as the
"Made it again" group of explanations.
We must
never confuse theory, no matter how hoary from
repetition, with explanation.

1.

The severity of a stall is proportional to
surprise.

2.

The pain of a stall is relative to how
hard you hit the ground.

3.

A painful stall grows from a severe stall.

The study of the role of drag during a stall
is the Rosetta Stone (means of discovery) of
these laws.
Suppose your glider had two instruments
which showed its lift and drag characteristics.
Suppose that each instrument read half scale - say
fifty on a scale of 0-100 - at an airspeed which
Now, suppose you
gave minimum sink performance.
slowed up a little, so that a stall resulted.
The lift indicator would drop a little to around
35 or 40, but the drag indicator would go right
off the top of its scale.
The clear result
would be that you would have to increase your
rate of descent drastically to maintain what
airspeed and lift you have remaining.
If the
glider is not allowed to drop to compensate for
this huge increase in drag, the airspeed will be
jerked right out from under you and, then, lift
will be reduced sharply and you will fallout of
But keep in mind that the original
the sky.
culprit is the increase of drag.
An explanation
of the three Laws of Stalls is now in order.

All of us have read countless books and articles describing the airflow over and under a wing
or airfoil.
The stall is defined as the point,
or angle of attack, at which the airflow separates
and dissolves into a mess of eddies.
That's true
enough, but the writers spoil it by then announcing that most of the lift is lost because the top
surface is the major source of lift - yet they
fail to speak of the role of drag.
And this
failing is where they lead us down the paths ' of
pain.
20.

Now let's relate an actual accidental stall
at a bad time - during a tight turn near the
ground.
A national champion hang glider pilot
was competing at the Dog Mountain Nationals. He
was doing a series of figure eights over some
pylons downwind of the landing area and he was
getting very low.
He had a chance at the contest if he could crank out one more turn around
the pylons, so he turned towards them, away from
the landing area, for one last pass.
He suddenly realized that he was getting too low and
would have to get back or he'd land short.
He
turned abruptly and stalled the glider at an
altitude of about 40 feet.
He realized his
error and momentarily pulled fonlard.
He lost
about 15 feet of altitude and came up short of
the l anding area.

When you expect a stall, you react as soon
as it occurs.
You get the nose down a little
and immediate)y, so that you don't lose much more
airspeed and what little is lost is quickly regained.
But if the stall comes as a surprise,
you will react late in the game and you may try
to main tain altitude for a brief period, forcing
the nose ever higher.
This allows drag, the
time needed to suck away your airspeed, insuring
the necessity of a longer recovery period.
Even
worse, the chances are that one wing will preceed the other into the stalled condition.
The
much greater drag will tend to pivot the glider
around, which will reduce that wing's airspeed
and lift relative to the other wing.
This, of
course, is the start of a spin or a rolling
crunch into the ground.
The proof of this pudding lies in the fact that, regardless of aircraft
type, very few practice stalls - they are not surprises - result in spins, whereas most accidental
stalls result in a wing dropping out.
All this
is to emphasize the First Law: The severity of a
stall is proportional to surprise.

The point is that, with everything riding on
not losing altitude, he still allowed his conditional reflex to cause himself to pull in at the
first sign of a stall.
If he had hesitated at
all, he would have piled right in and would have
been hurt.
That conditioned reflex is what every
pilot has to acquire.
There is only one way to
acquire this reflex and it is not to go up and
practice intentional stalls.
They will help to
teach you that a well designed glider will recover, but that is about all they do for you.

The Second Law should be obvious.
Air
causes no pain.
The ground does.
And the awkwardness with which you hit the ground can contribute to how hard you hit it.
The Third Law should be simple.
If something will hurt, you won't want to do it.
The
only intentional stall you'll be likely to do
when near the ground is during the landing. But
if your mind is on the crowd, winning the spot
landing contest, trying to get rid of altitude
with low S turns, or hanging on to altitude to
clear some wires, then the stall can sneak up on
you and be a painful surprise in its severity.
Now let's get into flying.

The way to learn about stalls is to practice
not stalling; seeing just now close you can come
to them without stalling.
This is, of course,
called "slow flight".
The first step is to
Then
pick a nice large smooth landing area.
make a fast approach and try to keep the glider
about 6 feet above the ground and pay attention
to the feel of the glider just before it lets you
down.
Then follow this exercise at an altitude
of at least a few hundred feet.
Try to not let
the glider stall - just see how close you can come
to the stall.
If you do it right, you will stall
sometimes.
When you do stall, pop the nose down
a little just as soon as you realize what's happening.
Pretty soon, you will seldom really stall
and you will gain a feel for things when they are
slow and sticky.

Consider a pilot who thinks himself advanced.
He decides to soar the face of a hill where he
sees Henry Hots hoes staying up.
Our her's glider
is known to be mellow and he has practiced stalls
a number of times.
He makes a few passes back
and forth along the hill and finds himself right
up there with Henry.
He vows that now is the
time to show that he can stay up there with the
He slows up a little mo'r e, milking
"experts".
He finds himself a little above and
the lift.
behind Henry and is really pleased with himself.
HE thinks, "how great this is"; how he is a born
bird.
He loses a little altitude and, without
thinking, pushes out a little more.
Without any
appa rent ~Ia rni ng hi s mellow gl i der s ta rts to roll
into the hill and to drop its nose.
His momen- ·
tary response, being caught by surprise, is to
pus h out and try to turn away from' the hill.
The glider just falls off into the hill and he
wakes up in traction.

Then, the next step is to do the same things
Always
in gentle turns, then steeper turns.
practice this slow flight away from the hard ground
and only in a well designed modern hang glider.
After a few hundred "accidental" partial stalls
out of slow flight, you will be ready to take on
Henry Hotshoes.
And you will be a far better
pilot than those who spend their time flailing
around the sky impressing all those who have yet
to recognize precision flying when they see it.
(Reprinted from U.S. Hang Gliding)

Our hero was the victim of thinking that
practicing intentional stalls would prepare him
for accidental stalls.
He was not prepared for
this stall, so he failed to do the only thing that
will correct for a stall - get the nose down
immediately and sharply, before drag takes its
toll of remaining airspeed and lift.
21.

The categories of flights for the competition are
as follows:
a.
b.

~,,"wII
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CjOSum.well Pork.
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STANWELL REPORT
Following the success of the Cross Coun try
League in 1981, the Club has decided to hold its
own Cross Country Comp.etition this year.
There
seems to be a general tendency amongst pilots to
get away from the Hill and head south.
Now that
it is possible to fly to Macquarie Pass and back a feat accomplished recently by Alan Daniel s and
Peter Aubourg, we thought that club members might
be interested in a competition to be run throughout the whole of the year.
The Rules of the Competition as decided at
the May meeting are as follows:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

· 6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.

Pilots must be financial members of HGFA
arid the Stanwell Club.
Pilots must be a minimum Hang 3 rating.
All take offs must be from Bald Hill,
Stanwell Park.
All flights must be submitted within 7
days of take off.
Only flights recorded on official forms
will be accepted.
Submission forms must be completed by
pilot and signed by him.
Minimum equipment: Altimeter (serviceable),
watch.
All flights where the take off is recorded
must be submitted.
A witness must do a flight check of glider
and harness, check that minimum equipment
(see 7) is being carried by pilot and sign
flight submission form.
.
The longest flight must have signature of
one person who witnessed the landing.
All distances will be measured on aerial
survey maps held by the committee.
All average distances will be calculated on
10 best goals.
A list of goals will be
given to each competitor.
A dogleg course over the back from Bulli is
available if and when Transport Australia
allows 5000 ASL outside controlled airspace.
The dogleg will be measured from Bulli Lookout inland.
Important: For the competition to succeed,
it is necessary that submissions be filled
Anyone cheating will be ·
out honestly.
disqualified.

2509

c.
d.

Longest flight measured in a straight line
from Bald Hill monument.
Longest average flight taken from an average
of the best 10 flights submitted.
Longest out and return flight.
Longest average out and return flight taken
from an average of the best 10 flights submitted.

The Club champion shall be worked out on a
sliding scale of points allocated to each category.

The goals that will form the competition are
set out below.
Any of these goals can be either
straight line flights or out and return.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Sublime Point Lookout (south of the trig
point).
Bulli Lookout (south of the kiosk).
Bulli Pass (south of the U turn).
Woo nona Heights (south of the trig point).
Woo nona Substation (south of the power lines).
Brokers Nose (south of the trig point).
~1ount Ousley Road (south of the gravel
parking area).
Mount Keira (either in front, past the trig
point or over the back south of the lookout
on the ridge).
South of the coal mine between Keira and
Kembla.
Landslide south of Mt. Kembla.
South of a line out from the ridge in line
with the leg from the Avon Dam.
South of Bong Bong pass.
South of where ridge turns up Macquarie Pass.
South of Macquarie Pass.
Jamberoo.
Saddleback.
For any further goals, the distance shall be
measured from Stanwell Park to the landing
area.
If it is return the position shall
have to be pointed out on a map where the turn
point was.

The prizes and trophies have not yet been
decided, but suffice it to say that our coffers
overfloweth.
The competition will end on the
31st December each year.
continued

STRUMENTS

And now for some less interesting matters.
At the last ·meeting some concern was expressed by
members about safety on crowded days when the wind
is from the south/south east.
As it is not unusual for us to have 60 gliders at Stanwell on a
While
Sunday, this can cause some problems.
there are no dramatic problems being caused by
this, there are a couple of things we would like
to draw to pilots' attention.

f

First, some pilots are not as proficient as
others in top landing.
We would appreciate
pilots refraining from practising their top landings when things are crowded.
Second, once a glider is landed, it should be
taken as far around towards the eastern face as
possible and to allow sufficient space for gliders
to get past.
Third, it would be a good idea if pilots 'who
do not intend top landing keep away from the landing area approach.
At our next meeting, in the first Sunday of
June, we hope to have a video movie of the last
N.S.W. Championships.
The venue will probably
be at Rod Stevens' place (it is his turn), but
if too many turn up, we might move elsewhere.

(
VERDIGRIS VARIO

Keiran Tapsell, Stanwell Park HGC Secretary

.ented heavy duty lead inlet and outlet
'nsures pure "laminar flow" into the new
orm" green venetian blind rattler.
food larder in the rear for those long
untry flights, folds down into a portable
que for a late supper under the awning of
s.

CAPTION: The Indonesian Team poses at Hill 60
on the day before the competition began .
MEMBERS OF THE INDONESIAN TEAM FOR THE LAWRENCE
HARGRAVE INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION:
Husein A. Akil (Team manager)
Mauludi
Alfonso Koapaha
Ervan Ibrahim
Muhammad Razak Satary
Edgar Ekaputra
Edison P.
Debyanto Mustafa
Helmy Anwar (observer)

\~unWun

CAPTION: The first and second place pilots of
the Sec o ~d Division of the Lawrence Hargrave
Internatlonal Competition: Edgar Ekapu'tra (left,
1st place) and Ervan Ibrahim (right, 2nd place).
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The afternoon X-C round got off to a late
start and conditions were not favourable.
The
wind had picked up slightly and changed to the
N. E. making it just ridge soarable, but the thermal
activity had all but died.
No one got over the
back, but a few pilots fl ew out from the hill to
land ~ or 3 kms in front of it for an extra co upl e
of pOlnts.
The rest of the field dropped out in
the weak ridge lift and landed at the bottom landing area for a zero.

Queensland News

D ~s~ite the co ndition s it was a good day ' s
competltlon and we thank Col Hooker again for
organizing it and look forward to the next comp
day.
The plac ing s for the day were as follow s:

NOBBY NOTES
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
(6th
(6th
Aeq (6th
(6th
(6th
A (11th
. eq(llth
12th

The search i s on for a new design for the
club T-shirts.
It was decided at the last
meeting that the present N.A.S.S.A. T-shirts
were too s imple and getting out of date and that
a brighter more eye-catching design was needed.
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Meteor 170
40 ft EF5
f.lega 2
Mk 3 t~axi
Super 2
Mega 2
EF 5
Mk 2 Maxi
Mini Stinger
Pelican
Mega 2
EF 6
Swift

So a competition has been started to try
and find a better design.
The competition is to
run for two months from the last meeting, with
the winner being announced at the June meeting.
The basic requirements are that a hang-glider is
depicted in flight and the words NOBBY AREA SKY
SURFING ASSOCIATION be incorporated in the design.
The winner will receive a free T-shirt.

The remainder failed to score any points for the
day.

Speaking of competit{ons, the club ran its
2nd day of competition on the 5/3/82.
And there
was a good turnout of pilots and two more rounds
were run.
The con ditions were the opposite of
the first day with an almost non-existent S.E.
wind and light convection coming up the face.

The scores have been included with the
previous day's competition scores and after four
rounds of competition the pOints ladder placings
are:

m

o

Scott Tu cker
Dick Lys
Hank Van Raalte
Rick Fischer
Steve Lys
Jerry Furnell
Ted McAllen
Don O'Connor
Tony Callam
Phil McMahon
Gavin Howland
Paul Carrol
Col Hooker

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
(10th
(lOth
Aeq(lOth
(lOth
14th
15th
16th

The fir st round was a py lon course with the
same ru l es as last time, that is, having to make
it back to the official landing area or lose all
points awa rded to you.
Landing in the paddock
was worth 5 points, 10 points for the 20 foot
circle and 20 for the bull.
Most people found some thermal lift, but
only enough to maintain~ Even so, nea rly
all the field made at least one pylon as well as
the landing area.
Dick Lys and Scot t Tu cker got the most out
of the available thermal s and both got above takeoff.
Dick Lys was able to max the pylon course
and make it back to the landing fi eld with his
extra height giving him a good score.
Scott was
able t o gain considerable height and by using
severa l thermals flew out to the Glamorganvale
Pub and then returned to the Nobby . This i s the
fir st time anyone has made it to the pub and then
made it back to the hill as well.
Scott then
went on to max the pulon course and then landed in
the 20 ft circle for an extra 10 points.
Hank
Van Raalte was the only one in the first round to
make the bullseye.

Scott Tucker
Dick Lys
Jerry Furnell
Gavin Howland
Hank Van Raalt e
Col Hooker
Rick Fischer
Steve Lys
Barry Clapham
Ted McAl l an
Tony Callam
Don O'Connor
Phil McMahon
Paul Carrol
Peter ?
Peter Trulson

74 points
69! points
53 points
48 points
43 points
40 points
30 points
28 poi nts
26 points
25 points
25 points
25 points
25 points
24 poi nts
15 poi nts
13 poi nts

Other members have yet to gain pOints, but
you'll have a chance on the first Sunday in May
as that is when the next competit i on day will be.
A considerable number of members made the
trip down to Nambucc a Heads at Easter for the
"fly in" at Taylor's Arms.
Unfortunately the
weather played a dirty on us which was very disappo in ting, especially for those who had travelled a long distance.
A few of the more experienced
members flew at "Yarrahappini" Mt. on the Saturday
and got some airtime in.
Jerry Furnell and myself were lucky enough to get over the back and
flew to Macksville.
The Sunday deteriorated
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into rain, and low clouds, and many of us decided
to give it away and head back to Brisbane.
And
what about me, I bought myself a pair of antiglare sunglasses with the mirror finish, you know
the ones, the guys are always wearing them in those
Owens Valley pictures.
Well, with the overcast
I
skies I hardly got a chance to try them out.
don:t know wh~t I was more frustrated about - only
havlng one fllght or not being able to wear my
glas ses.

HANG GLIDING MEDAL
The Paris Mint has struck a medal on the
theme 'Vol Libre' depicting a hang glider and a
self-portrait and sketches by Leonardo da Vinci
with a quotation in French:
"The man must hang free from the bel t
above, in order to balance himself as
if he were in a boat so that the centre
of gravity of the whole unit which he
fo rms with the instrument can balance
itself"

On the 17/4/82 we will have our first road
The plan
improvement working bee at the Nobby.
is to do the road up in four sections and we
shall do the first section this Saturday.
We
have got the use of the landowner's bulldozer
and are getting pipes brought in to try and
improve the drainage of the road.
We are hoping for a good turnout of members to help in
the work.
We have been promised that if we
work hard, we will be allowed to fly in the
afternoon.
I just hope it's a sunny day so
that I've got an excuse to wear my Owens Valley
glasses.

a f ifteenth century description of the hang glider's weight-shift principle.
The medal, designed by French artist Jean-Paul Reti, measures
68mm wide and is available in brozen ( 8.55) or
silver ( 140.55) from M. Pierre Dehaye; Le
Directeur~ Monnaies et Medailles, 11 Quai Conti,
75270 Parls 6e, France.
Do not enclose payment
with initial orders, since exchange rates may
vary and the cost of post and packing has to be
added.
Sounds like an ideal competition award
for hang gliding clubs.

See you up,
Scott Tucker,
Secretary

(Reprinted from English Magazine 'Pilot' January,
1982. )

ANNOUNCING 'A NEW AGE IN HANG GLI DING! ! ! ! ! !
MOYES METEOR 190 --

15 YEARS OF MOYES MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE

The epitome of flight itself!

Queensland Agent :

HAVE LED UP TO THIS STATE OF THE ART WING.

HANLONS »

YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO BE FLYING A METEOR 190!

of 210-212 MaryStreet,
GYMPIE,4570.
phone 071- 821848
and ask for TONY

We always have brand new stock meteors to choose
from, so come in and check them out.
THE METEOR is U.S.H.G.M.A. certified.
Minimum rating Hang 3.

Use your Bankcard.
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ACT
Hang gliding
Association
INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME
Jeff Cotter
Brett Freebody
Tim Webb
John Hayman
Des Blackwell

-

President
Secretary/Treasurer(062)957434
HGFA rep.
(062)365123
(062)316292
Public Officer
(062)416042

Ian Jarman conducted this programme on the
3rd and 4th of April.
When Ian arrived on the
Saturday cu's were forming allover Canberra so
it was decided to call it a flying day.
Everyone ventured to Pig Hill to find a northerly
blowing with mild thermals drifting up the mountain.
Most people had taken off when a westerly
came over the back and trapped two of us on top.
Ian had the longest flight of 40 minutes.
On Saturday night we started the 'programme'
at my place with a BBQ and then proceeded with
discussion, slides and films.

ANNUAL CONVENTION
Peter Cursley and I attended the H.G . F.A.
Convention in Wollongong in April.
Here is a
brief report of what went on. The HGFA executive
stood down.
Bill Moyes, in his President's Report, briefly urged the new executive (from Victoria) to keep up a good standard of work. Marsha
Leeman spoke of her job as secretary and what was
what was in vo lved .
Marsha also suggested that
there i s a need for greater Public Relations work.
Treasurer's Report - Dennis White gave his Report
and presented the audited statements and balance
sheets etc.
The new executive will take over the
running of the Federation in a good financial position.
I think we owe the retiring executive a
great deal of thanks for all the work they have
done and also the SkySailor Editor, Olga White,
and the crew for an excellent magazine.
We then
voted on thirty odd motions including half a dozen new motions on Instruction Certification,
Public Information brochure, Charity Fund Raising
and Public Relations.
Airworthiness Standards
and Changes to the Rating Scheme.

On Sunday the club took a group of learners
out to Pig Hill on the beginner slopes so that
Ian could not only discuss the programme in more
practical circumstances, but also to see the
We
problems the association's teachers had.
found that the association's fundamental training
methods were quite reasonable .
However, there
were some very basic methods which could greatly
be improved on.
The day after the 'HGFA Convention' Ian
returned to Canberra to do some flying and also
to finish off the programme.
So Monday night we
finished the programme , all bar the instructor
examination at the end.
This examination will be
held soon and they wi l l be sent back to Sydney for
marking.
Well, in my opinion I felt the programme
was extremely successful and I am sure the
teachers who sat through the full three days
benefited enormously.
On behalf of the association I would like to thank Ian for a most
successful and enlightening weekend.

Trevor Burns, Inspector Sport Aviation,
Transport Australia, explained the proposed
changes to the Air Navigation Order and Transport
Australia's requirements of H.G.F.A.

*There has been a few interstate visiting
flyers in our area recently and we have enjoyed
their company.
If any flyers plan on visiting
the district please get in touch with one of the
commi ttee so we c an fill everyone in on sites
etc., and also to welcome you.

Richard Dakers also gave a brief report as
Administrator during the past year and a bit.
Finally, we discussed and voted on the much needed
changes to the rating scheme.
I will give a more
detailed report at the club meeting.

Brett Freebody
Secretary/Treasurer

Tim Webb,
HGFA District Coordinator ,
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CLIFF LAUNCHES

'DO'S AND DON'TS
Mark Young
A.C.T. Committee Member

AIRING THE FACTS

A great deal of friction has been created
within the ACTHGA by two or three members who
have completely misrepresented the facts surrounding the expUlsion of Bill Koorneef and our
negotiations with DOT for sites inside controlled
airspace.
Since these members have been spreading and even publishing false information, I have
been compelled to write this letter to set out
the true facts.

Recently I spent twelve months living on the
north coast of N.S.W., being entertained by just
about seven days a week of ridge lift.
Prior to
this all of my flying experience was based on
inland ridge soaring.
On the coast I experienced
some spectacular cliff launches; some without
top or bottom landing and consequently the pilot
would have to fly to an adjacent beach to land.

i) Mount Spring has never been a legal hang
gliding site.
It is well inside controlled airspace, not, as Max Stonham states "on the edge"
and is therefore prohibited by ANO 95.8.
The
safety of the site does not enter the questio~ illegal is illegal.

There is only one way to launch from sheer
90° cliffs and that is you must have self assurity, a good ground crew and of course good timing!
When one is launching from a cliff be aware of
geographical features such as possible rotor
areas, undercut cliffs and beware of cliff faces
that might be off wind as you may not get back
due to too much head wind.
If top landing is
available visualize where the rotor would be and
if you are the first to try it (well you are very
keen!).
Take notice of the wind strength and
direction as it must be dead square on.

ii) Max Stonham also claims that Mount
Spring is covered by a hang gliding symbol (on
the Canberra Visual Terminal Chart). Quite
simply, this is untrue.
The nearest symbol is
at One Tree Hill, a completely separate site
which is no longer used.
iii) As you may have been reading in SkySailor, the-ACTHGA has been battling with DOT
for over twelve months to have Mount Spring and
other sites inside the control zone approved (two
submissions, meetings with local MP, letters to
the Minister for Transport, etc.).

The actual launch is definitely a one way procedure.
Firstly, don't hook in until. you and
your ground crew are organised.
Rehearse and
make clear the take off signals with the crew
Have a
before proceeding to the cliff edge.
person on either side and in front, don't edge
the front person off the cliff as you may become
very unpopular.
A neutral angle of attack will
be required, listen to the wind and launch when
the glider is balanced in smooth air.
Once you
have said 'go' to your crew you are all alone, keep
the speed on and definitely don't stall.
Once
flying, search for areas that have potential lift
especially vertical faces.

iv) Bill Koorneef was well aware of all
these facts and had attended many club meetings
where they were discussed at length.
Repeated
warnings were made about the consequences of flying illegally inside the control zone while negotiations with DOT were underway.
v) Bill Koorneef was not expelled for
flying ill egally at Mount Spring as ~1ax Stonham
suggests.
As a result of that incident, Bill
was derated to Hang Three.

The most important thing about cliff launches
is that you must start at the edge, you cannot
start in horizontal wind and run off into such a
strong vertical component.
To stay up on any
ridge the vertical component must be greater than
With cliff launching,
the sink rate of the kite.
LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP and if uncertain, don't. If
you have never cliff launched before ask an experienced pilot, not a thick head. . Good luck and
happy launching.
EXPULSION CRITICISED

By Jeff Cotter, President.

vi) These decisions were made by a unanimous vote of the whole ACTHGA Executive; not
just the President as Max Stonham also suggests the President has only one vote like anybody else.
vii) Shortly after this incident, the Executive made a very large concession to Bill
Koorneef by relaxing the derating and nominating
him for the ACTHGA team to attend the Nationals.

By Max Stonham

Fourteen members of the A.C.T.H.G.A. have
protested at Bill Koorneef's expUlsion and have
formed a Committee to have him reinstated.
We
feel that Club members don't come much better
than Bill Koorneef.
He has consistently stated
that we should be changing the bad laws, by
passive resistance.
However, he has also looked
for and found new sites outside the Control-zone.

viii) Finally, shortly before the Executive
was due to meet with DOT officials to finalise
negotiations on sites inside the control zone,2
Bill openly stated that he had continued to fly
inside the control zone illegally since the Nationals.
At this pOint, the Executive found
itself with no other option but to expel this
member from the Association, especially since
DOT have made it cfear that we are expected to
stick to the limits if we are to retain the concessions inside the zone.

The original problem occurred when (as a
matter of safety) we decided to fly Mount Spring.
It is on the edge of the Control Zone and is
covered by a hang gliding symbol on maps.
We
reasoned that this would be safe.
For reasons
of his own our president called an extraordinary
meeting and made a big song and dance about
little.
You be the judge.

I hope this summary of the true events behind the "big song and dance" (which could have
resulted in the loss of the four sites inside the
control zone) has cleared up a few distorted
accounts of the whole affair.
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BACK

SCHOOL

I just can't understand it.
Why do people
push the bar out when they are close to the hill?
Have they never been told about wind gradient,
the downwind beat,
ground/air turbulence,
or even glider wash?

w-ifh- BHGA Training Officer Bob Harrison
No.2 Scraping and scratching - Your life in
YOUR hands!

Don't people realise that it takes many hours
of flying on the same glider in the same tune before a pilot can develop a deep feeling for fine
airspeed control (on that glider).
When I say
. "hours", I mean HOURS, not, "I've been flying for
two yea rs now."
It is a shame \~e quote experience in years and not hours.

Somebody cheered me up no end the other day they sent me a letter containing details of two
accidents that had happened on the same site on
the same day!
It doesn't matter where or who was involved:
it happens everywhere.
Despi te so many via rnings, tragically it seems to be commonplace these
days.

11 is also important that those hours are
regular hours collected at regular times - not
once a month or once a blue moon.
If you don't
get a regular supply, even if you had in the past,
please realise that your ability to control airspeed
precisely is non-existent.
Please also realise
that to scratch at min sink requires a fantastically high degree of precision in control, feel and
environmental awareness.

Just how many accidents do there have to be
before people will get it into their heads that
stalling close to the ground is dangerous.
I
am sure that people don't stall on purpose, in fact
I presume that is the last thing they want to do or am I mistaken?

**

**

Maybe the very last thing they want to do is
to go down.
I mean, screw safety, broken head
and bones, perhaps anything is better than having
to live with the stigma of " ... pssst - did you
see him? He went down ... whi sper, whi sper".

**

continued on next page

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Stan Roy, ms.12071 ChevaIIum Road.
PaImwooos4555 phone

071-459185

A PROFESSIONAL HANG GLIDING BUSINESS OFFERING A COMPLETE RANGE OF SERVICES - LEARNER SCHOOL REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES - MOST COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF HANG GLIDER TUBES IN AUSTRALIA - TRADE-IN
USED GLIDERS ON NEW, ALL BRANDS - SOME NEW DEMONSTRATION GLIDERS STOCKED.
SUNCOAST HANG
GLIDERS TAKES PHONE CALLS ALL HOURS TO ALLOW YOU THE ADVANTAGE OF HALF PRICE OFF PEAK RATES.
STAN ROY AVAILABLE BEFORE 8 AM AND AFTER 6 PM.
ANSWER PHONE FOR ALL HOURS MESSAGEc

SPECIAL OFFER UNTIL JUNE 30th!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

10% DISCOUNT IF YOUR ORDER IS NOT POSTED BY ME
WITHIN ONE WEEK OF A FIRM ORDER (50% deposit required).

THIS OFFER HOLDS ON ANY GOOD LISTED IN THE EXTENSIVE
TWO PAGE AD IN THE APRIL ISSUE OF SKYSAILOR.

Al l prices plus postage and COD cha rges.
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self room to manoeuvre and fly at a safe speed.
As a general rule try max glide - you'll live
longer tha t way.
I f you do get tipped towa rds the
hill, the glider is much more lively at a faster
speed and will respond a lot quicker to your corrective actions.

It was at this point that I wondered, "Who
does fly slowly when scratching?"
I know I don't not on my life!
So to answer this question, I
rang around a number of pilots who've been at the
game for a while.
I asked, "At what speed do you
fly when scratching?"
The pilots I asked were:
Johnny Carr, Geof Ball, Graham Slater, Bob Calvert
Rob Bailey, Jim Brown and Dave Harrison.
'

** ** **
Whenever you are close to the hill THINK:

They all said that they flew three four or
~ive mph FA~TER than min s ink. Th at, incidentally,
1S approach1ng max glide s peed .

Wind gradient - your inside wing tip is flying in air a lot slower than your nose or the
other wing tip.
It is this inside tip .which is
more likely to stall.
The glider will then naturally turn into the hill, taking a distraught
and frightened pilot with it .
If you have not
got room to pull in first and then apply opposite
wei gh t shift, you can expect to get badly injured
and thus hu r t someone who loves you .
Pushing out
or just weight shifting in the opposite direction
won't help - it could make matters wors e .

If you think you know better than these
pilots then God help you.
If you are willing to
listen to them , r~member that THEY are flying at
3, 4 or 5 mph fa ster - are you as experienced as
they are?
No? Well, what about pulling in a
little more , ju st to be on the safe side.
After
all, so what if you go down? Take the opportunity to practise a nil wind landing .

The down wind beat - never, never, never
confuse ground speed with your air speed.
If the
wind is slightly off the hill, (when is it ever
square on?) you shculd know that one beat will be
a lot faster than the other.
Don't be fooled and
push out to compensate.
If anything, pull on a
fraction more, the last thing you want is one up
the backside.
If you can't feel air blowing on
your face, pull in.

I am not asking you to fly around like express train s , on the contrary .
For your own
safety and for the good name of hang gliding, I
am asking you not to push the bar out until you
are at a safe height from the ground.
This safe
height obviously depends on conditions of the day
and, for that matter, what glider you are flying.
If you are in a marginal situation, don't
scrape unless you are absolutely sure that it is
within your limitations.
And, when you do, don't
go cutting grass with the wing tip.
Leave your-

continued on page 32

CAN'T KEEP IT UP?
•

BALL VARIOMETE RS MAKE A RANGE OF TOP CLASS VARIOMETERS ONE OF
WHI CH WILL

S~I T

YOU R REQUIREMENTS :

* All prices Gu ot ed include the new Federal Government Sales Tax

\

\
\

All pri ces su bject to change without notice.
MODEL 620H - Compact, audio on up only , internal
batteries {not suppl ied) ............. .. . . .......... ... . $278*
MODEL 631 - Super vario/altimeter, audio full
range or up onl y , diqitJl altimeter,
uses internal batteries {not supplied) ... . ...... .. .. .. $470*
We are the Australian agent for BALL Variometers Inc . and offer
12 months warranty (factory approved backup in Il.ustral ia) on
all variometers sold.
ALSO AVAILABLE:
Winter Airspeed Indicators, self contained, made for
hang gliders ..... : . .. .. ... . .... . . . ... . ... . ... . ... . . . ...... . . . ..... . $121*
Replogle Barographs, light weight, rugged and
rel iable, 30,000' range .... . . . . ... ... . .... .... . . .. . ....... . ........ $346*
Mechanical variometers .. . ... Compasses . .. .. . Oxygen
Fo r f urth er information write or call Tom Gilbert

T. & J. Sailplane Services
BOX 324, CAMDEN, N.S.W. 2570
PHONE (046) 66 7079 -
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A.H. (046) 57 1288

Ground/air turbulence - even in the lightest
of winds, the uneveness of the terrain, vegetation
etc. will cause turbulence that tends to roll up
the hill.
Also, gusts and thermal activity (however slight) etc. all cause an uneveness of the
air flow.
This will alter the speed and the
nature of the air flowing across your wing.

Also - never whip stall the model, they
don't like it.
If you don't know what a whip
stall is then that's good.
When you practise,
just do gentle stalls and nothing severe!
Can I hear people screaming ASI - stall
warning devices? Well, this subject will be
coming up, on its own, under the training column
in the future.
It is very involved and has a
number of rather obvious and subtle aspects, to
all of which I don't believe anyone has the full
answers yet.

Glider wash - if you haven't yet felt it get high and do so by letting another glider fly
in front of you.
You will then be wary of
Take it from me,
scratching with other gliders.
playing in wash, close to the hill, is 'orrible
and certainly not my idea of fun.
Never follow
closely a scratching glider - it hurts!

I have my own beliefs but until I am 100 per
cent sure I'll continue to discuss the matter and,
in the near future I'll be putting a number of
these "indicators" to the test .
All I am prepared to say now is that if you have got one,
don't rely solely upon it AND DON'T neglect to
learn and develop a feeling for your glider.

While talking about stalling~ when did you
last practise stall and stall recovery?
It is
something that we British tend not to do, which is
ridiculous.
The more we practise them, the more
we are aware of the glider's feel before, during
and after the manoeuvre.
May I however hasten
to say - get plenty of air between you and the
ground before you have a go.
Be extra specially
cautious if you have an old time glider.
It
may tip stall or be slow to recover.

Those of you who think and who fly at the
right speed will probably be around next month
when I would like to have a light-hearted look at
thermals.
Until then, think safe, be safe, and
enjoy flying!
(Reprinted from Wings, April 1982.)

A HARNESS DESIGNED BY A liANG GLIDER PILOT FOR liANG GL I DER P I LOTS .

I F I CwT MY HARNESS I N II ALF YOU
iVOULD DI SCOVER THE PRACT I CAL
S H PLIC I TY OF ImAT CROSS COUt'<TRY
PILOTS REQUIRE.

D. PULLEY SYSTEM FOR SMOOTO CL I MB IN,
CLIMB OUT, COCPLED WI TH MOUNTAINEERING
ROPE AND LOCKING CARABTNER .
~tI\NCFACTURED I'lITIl LIGHT WEIG HT FOAM,
II IGIIEST QCALITY SKYDIVING ~tI\TERIALS.
(NO SEAT-BELT WEBBING ETC.)

THE WATER BALLAST SYSTEM

F . DRINKING WATER SUPPLY VALVE
COUPLED TO FIRST CONTAI~ER
C.
E . ,\DJUSTABLI·;
P,\DDCD LEG
STRAPS.

B . NEW "PARADYNAMICS "
RAPID DEPLOYMENT b.C.S
OPENS IN 2 SECONDS (50 FT . )
(AS DEI:ONSTRATED OFF WEST GATE BRIDGE . )

II fA) frl

VCLCROED REAR CARRY
CONTAINER FOR GLIDER,
BA'l'TERN AND CARRY BAGS
ETC .

REAR CLI P COUPLES I-IITH
CIIUTE CONTA I "ER TO HOLD TilE
BOOT UPRIGIIT FOR LAUNCH
TWO fLEXIBLE ~ATER CONTAINERS CARRY
14-16 KG. OF \,ATLR BALLAST, ALSO
St;PI'LDIENT rOR DRINf:ING WATER ON
EXTENDED X/C fLIGIITS, t'J\NCALLY
OPERATED BALLAST RELEASE VALVES ,
OVER 7 LITRES IN 18 SECONDS .
VELCROED BOTTOM FOR EASY REMOVAL.

on te III~ I~
1/

39 MCKEAN ST ,

BOX HILL,

MELBOURNE , VIC,

3128.

03 - 89-4163 A/H.
l::.
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"Born .to fly"
HGAWA

ABOUT THE BOOK 'BORN TO FLY', BY M.N. BREARLEY
The publishers, Rigby Ltd. in Adelaide, have
decided to hold release until February 1982, as
books on disabled persons have not been selling
well in the latter half of the LY.D.P.
They
also think that it will pay to avoid the preChristmas spate of book launchings.

PETER

Ho\~LETT

VICE PRESIDENT
5/23 Villiers St.,
Mt. Yokine.
Telephone: 344 2431

HELEN TURNER

SECRETARY
107 Lissadell Street,
Floreat Park.
Telephone: 387 511 8

RAY CHATFIELD

'Born .to Fly', by M.N. Brearley, $12.95
ALL ROYALTIES GO TO TECHNICAL AID TO THE
DISABLED (VIC.)

PRESIDENT
21 Dunbarton Crescent,
Mt. Lawl ey.
Telephone: 272 1657

BOB RUSSELL-BROWN

About the book 'Born to Fly':
Wayne Blackmore was a RAAF Academy cadet who
became a paraplegic as a result of a tow-glider
accident in 1971.
He was determined to fly, and
took up hang gliding in 1975.
He became one of
Australia's ieading hang glider pilots, and was
the only paraplegic engaged in the sport.
The
book describes his accident, his struggle to
rehabilitate himself, and his eventual conquest
of the air.
Wayne died in a drowning accident in 1977 at
the age of 26 . .

TREASURER
J1

l\Y"rArl;~

In February, 1982, buy a copy of:

A reminder:

The appointed Executive Committee for 1982/83
of the Hang Gliders Association of Western
Austra lia (Inc) is as follows:

d by Rigby Ltd. in
from its sale will
oup 'Technical Aid
=signs and makes
Victoria.

01ArA

LINDSAY

LOR???

VIV SCOTFC

regularly each
If
know ri gh t away.

f the month.

STEVE EDWAf
,

Telephone:

364 4203

GREG MALONEY

COMPETITIONS ORGANISER
41 Clydesdale Street,
Como.
Tel ephone: 450 3596

RUSSELL HOUSE

31 Princess Road,
Doubleview.
Telephone: 446 1303

MIKE FARREN

80 Ypres Road,
Kelmscott.
Telephone: 390 7948
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your copy to us (because you moved or someone
sent it back, etc.), we strike you of~ of the
mailing list until we hear from you with a
new address. This way we save the postage
and the waste of sending them out and having
them returned for months . But it also means
that the sooner that you tell us about your
change of address the sooner you'll get the
magazine again. Don't wait for us to find
out your new address by telepathy and then
complain that you didn't get your magazine
for six months like several pilots did
recently.

Please address all correspondence to The Secretary,
P.O. Box 84, Doubleview, Western Australia, 6018.
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STANWELL SOARING CENTRE
Phone (042) 942648
CLYDE FARQUHAR
5 Sheridan Court
Stanwell Park
MOYES GLIDERS
ACCESSORIES
PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION
WANTED
Second hand Mega II's
Second hand Apron Harnesses
CAPTION: Peter Morrison flying at Lon g Reef in
Sydney. Photo by Ross Arnett.

TRADE your old apron harness
for a new cocoon and comfort!

SEND THIS FORM TO

NSWHGA
c/o CLOUDBASE
499 Crown Street
Surry Hills, NSW 2010

LAST MINUTE COMPETITI ON INFO RMATION:
To compete you must be a financial HGFA member and have a
Hang 4 rating. You must have a serviceable altimeter and
a back-up parachute .
Th e entry- fee has not yet been set and will be collected
at the site of the first round.
"The first round of the competition will be held at
Singleton on 12-14 June . Entry forms should be received
no later than 7 June.
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N.S.W.
METEOR 190
$1,250
Excellent performance,
gold and blue colours.
Likes going long distances.
Craig Worth,
CI- P.O. Halliday's Point, 2430.
Phone: CI- 54-0416.

MARKET PLACE

'"
S.A.
METEOR 190
$l,OOOono
Going overseas, must sacrifice
beautiful glider.
Fast but
mellow handling 190 Meteor.
Red LIE, white centre section
and red rear section.
Will acc~pt Mega II or similar
type as trade-in.
Phone Dermot Meaney (08)381-2073(ah)
(08)216-1230(bh)

HOT SWIFT 190
Fast, responsive and clean.
Gold double surface with
brown leading and trailing
edge.
Black keel pocket.
Low airtime.
Minimum Rating III
Phone: (02) 449-4769

$1,300

S~JI FT

$1,200

190
Low air time, very good
condition. Fourth in
Illawarra compo
Blue and
White.
Minimum Rating HIlI
Phone: (02) 521-6365

SWIFT 190
15 hrs. air time, very good
condition.
Black, dark
brown and -white.
Minimum Rating HIlI
Phone: (02) 521-6365

INSTRUMENT PANEL
$475
Plainsman vario, digital altimeter, digital clock and ricad
recharger.
Tried and proven.
New price heard to be rising
soon.
Phone Dermot r'1eaney (08)381-2073(ah)
(08)216-1230(bh)

$1,200

SWIFT 170, dark green, light green and white. Has
had keel posted fitted. In good condition.
Minimum rating Hang III. $1000 o.n.o.
Mike 02-349 5414

Wl \ KG

~G<A~

METEOR 170, All white with Blue keel pocket.
Good condition. This glider came first
in 1982 State Comps. Min rating Hang III.
$850o.n.o. Paul, 08-298-6216

They're back in stOCK /I
DENNIS PAGEN BOOKS

* Hang Gliding and Flying Skills
* Flying Conditions: Micrometeorology

OLD.

for Pi lots

CHEVRON 190
$500
Excellent condition, very
low hours.
Minimum Rating II
Phone: Peter Hatfield (077)77-7474

* Hang Gliding for Advanced Pilots
Nm~

AVAILABLE!
$7.00 each or 3 books for $20 . 00

Send your money to:
The Sec re ta ry
NSWHGA
PO Box 121
SUTHERLAND NSW

METEOR 190, Kelly green allover and keel pocket
with bright yellow undersurface. Extra deep
A-frame for super control in busy thermalling.
As brand new condition. Replacement cost would
be $1600 -- your price air freighted to any
part of Australia: only $1500. Hang III min.
Tony Hanlon, Mary St. Gympie 4570. 071-82 1848

2232

BE EARLY AVOID THE RUSH!
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